SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
2017 TERM TWO –

“AIR”

Welcome to Term 2, 2017.
Our theme for this term is: ‘AIR’

Master List

This term programme has a focus on air activities.
This term we will also focus on strengthening the
relationship been the Cub and Scout sections with
joint activities and meetings.

All of these items must be
done for each trip / Camp

JOTT - An Awesome Activity!
We encourage all scouts to head outdoors and
take part in JOTT (Jamboree On The Trail). This is
an annual World Scout Movement event where on
the second Saturday in May Scouts all over the
world go for a hike. Scouts can also earn a badge
as part of this event, visit the below website for
badge orders and information:
https://jott.org.nz/nz-badge-orders-day-hike/













Venue
Notice to Parents
Activity Intention from
Parent Consent from
RAMS
Programme
Transport
Menu
Food list
Budget
Gear list

NSL Challenge - Flag Competition
Design and make a flag for your troop. This can
be made out any materials. Send a photo of your
troop in an awesome and unique location with the
flag to the National Scout Section Team. Send
your entries to callum@scouts.org.nz and be in to
win some great prizes for your troop.

This term programme was prepared by:
Callum Clark
Steve MacManus
Jaimee Acklin
Your feedback is valuable to us and if you would like to contact the National Scout
Section Team to provide us with programme feedback or if you have any questions
you can email callum@scouts.org.nz.
Kind Regards,
Callum Clark
National Scout Leader

Murray Brown
Assistant National Scout Leader

Steve MacManus
Assistant National Scout Leader

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
TERM 2 2017 Overview
“AIR”
Week

Date

Activity

1

1 May

Weather

2

8 May

3

Saturday
13th May

4

22 May

5

29 May

6

Road Safety

JOTT

Sixers go to
Scouts
(Cooking)

Elements



Outdoor cornerstone Environment Weather




Outdoors
New Experiences



New Experience taking part in
an international activity.
Outdoors- Gold Expedition if 4
hours



Special
Requirements



Link Activity

Scouts & Sixers
go to Cubs



Link Activity

5 June

Scout Flag




Outdoors
Community

7

12 June

Pioneering



Make something fly

8

19 June

National
Volunteer Week




Outdoors
Community

9

26 June

Matariki



Community

10

3 July

Get on the Air




New Experiences
Outdoors

Bikes for bike ride
and bike
maintenance
equipment
AIF/RAMS
Locate or identify
a local hike.
AIF/RAMS

Materials for flag
AIF/RAMS - if go
off site

AIF/RAMS
(if visit to an
observatory)

Weekend Activities


JOTT (Jamboree On The Trail)



Bike Ride
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Overview :
 Learning about Isobars
Week: 1

Session theme:

Coming in
activity

Duty patrol run a game and organise flag
break

10mins

Opening

Opening ceremony
Welcome back to term 2
Outline of today’s meeting

10mins

Game

Ping pong ball relay races

10mins

Activity

Learning about Isobars:

20mins

“Weather”





Resources

Timing:

what are isobars
what do they tell us
what is a front

Compass Game (see resources)

10mins

Activity

Build a Wind Vane (See resources)

30mins

Closing

Closing Ceremony

10mins

Game

handout notices for week 3 which can be a
night/day hike (JOTT)
Duty Patrol
Clean up

Sweep hall, fold flag, dishes and any other
tasks that need to be done at the end of the
night

Resources

Isobars:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/weather_climate/
weather_systems_rev2.shtml
Wind Vane:
http://www.education.com/activity/article/wind_vane_first/

Notes

5mins

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES

Isobar Resources:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/weather_climate/weather_systems_rev2.shtml
To view live weather maps of
New Zealand visit:
www.metservice.com
Quick Weather Quiz (answers
at bottom of the page)
1. What do Isobars measure?
2. What does it mean when
isobars are close together?
3. What is a warm front?
Build a Wind Vane:
What You Need:
 Round plastic drinking cup
with lid, or round food
storage container with lid
 Pebbles or sand
 Sharpened pencil
 Drinking straw (a straight one, no bendies!)
 Straight pin
 Poster board or card stock paper
 Black permanent marker
 Compass
Compass Game:
 4 teams (named as 4 points of the compass.
 1 leader of the game, they are the centre of the
compass
have the leader stand in the middle of the hall with
the 4 groups sitting down lined up going away from
the leader.
The leader then moves around the hall then says Compass!! then all of the scouts
must stand up and run to their spot of the compass. Once they are good at the
game eliminate players, the last team with the most players wins.
Quiz Answers:
1. Isobars measure atmospheric pressure (the weight of air resting on the Earth’s
surface).
2. The closer the isobars are together the windier the weather is.
3. A warm front is a transition zone where warm air rises upward above cold air,
as it rises it expands causing the air to cool.
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview :
 Road Safety – Respecting Others/Ourselves
 Bike Maintenance
 Bike Challenge
Week: 2
Session theme:

“Road safety”

Coming in
activity
Opening

Arrive with bikes

Game/Physical

Bike Relay

Activity

Road Code for Bikes

Activity

Bike Maintenance

Challenge
Closing

Opening Ceremony
Opening Prayer/Reflection
Flag Break
Outline of Session/Evening

Bike Challenge
Closing Ceremony
 Prayer / reflection / thanks / flag down

Duty Patrol
Clean up
Resources
Notes

Resources

Sweep hall, fold flag, dishes and any other tasks
that need to be done at the end of the night

Timing:

10mins

In Patrols, run
relay races using
your bikes
Learn about the
Road code for
Cyclists
Use the Bike
check list to make
sure your bike is
safe
In Patrols,
complete a
challenging course

20mins
20mins
45mins

15mins
10mins

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Learn the Bike Road Code
Learn about the Bike Road Code in patrols or as a section either at your hall or at a
location suitable for cycling (bike park, etc). You can find a detailed copy of the
official Bike Code at the NZTA website:
 http://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/roadcode/cyclist-code/docs/cyclistcode-2013-low.pdf
 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/roadcode/cyclist-code/
For more resources visit:
 https://www.bikewise.co.nz/resources/resources-schools
 https://www.bikewise.co.nz/bikes-riding/cycle-safety

Bike Maintenance
Before setting of on a bike ride it is
important to make sure the bike is well
maintained and looked after. Taking care
of your bike will improve the life span of
the bike as well as ensure that it is safe
and comfortable to ride.
For resources and a bike maintenance
point checklist and help guide head to the
below link: https://www.bikewise.co.nz/resources/resources#bigbiketuneup

Activity
Bike Relay: In Patrols, use your bikes in relay races. Some relay ideas could be:







Riding bikes
Carrying bikes
Pushing bikes backwards
Towing something (a tyre, a tent bag full of ropes…) that needs to tied onto
the next bike
Carrying something (tent pole, bucket of water, raw egg….)

Bike Challenge: Have the Patrol complete a course on their bikes. The course
could include such things as:
 An imaginary intersection to check the correct hand signals used
 Slalom section
 Riding along a narrow object (flat timber on the ground)
 Riding over an object
 Balance section
The ideas are endless, but make sure it is not too dangerous and that it is as
exciting as possible.
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview :
 Taking part in Jamboree on The Trail (JOTT)
Week: 3

Session theme:

Information

Jamboree on the Trail happens every year, on
the second Movement to hike together. All
Scouts, what ever their age and wherever they
may be in the world are invited to participate in
whatever way they can.

Activity

Patrol Leaders Council to either identify a local
JOTT activity and arrange to attend this or to
identify a suitable hike to undertake.

JOTT

Resources

Timing:

www.jott.org.nz

The hike to be suitable for patrols and present
an adequate challenge.
You may be able to identify a route with some
historic or environmental interest. A night hike is
an option also.

Challenge

Consider options that may contribute to award
scheme (Silver- Use small cooker to make a hot
drink, Gold- prepare a meal suitable for hiking,
Gold Complete RAMS for activity, Expeditions)
Step up challenge: Can you encourage some
Scouts to achieve their Hiking Personal
Challenge?

Resources

www.jott.org.nz www.doc.govt.nz

Notes

PL to complete Activity Intention Form & RAMS at least 2 weeks before
activity at allow time for review. Ensure appropriate gear list distributed.
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview :
 This is a night for older cubs to come along to a scout meeting and see what Scouts is all
about.
Week: 4
Session theme:
Resources
Timing:

“Cubs come to Scouts”

Coming in
activity

Patrol leaders to orgainse and run short activity

5mins

Flag break

Opening Ceremony
Opening Prayer/Reflection
Flag Break
Outline of Session/Evening
Welcome cubs to the section

10mins

Game

Ladders

15mins

activity

20mins
Cooking with air, baking that bubbles
Rice bubble slice

Game

Balloon game

10

activity

Back to back drawing

30min

activity

Has the rice bubble slice cooled? How does it
taste

10

closing

Closing - remember next week scouts are going
to cubs

10

Resources

Notes

This week is an opportunity to do a link activity with the older cubs and 6
leaders with the scouts. Invite the older cubs along to scouts so they cant get
an idea of what scouts will be like for them when they move up.

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Ladders Game
Have everyone buddy up and sit facing each other with their legs out in front of
them straight and their feet touching. Everyone should be lined up about 1m apart
to for a ladder shape. Give each pair a number. Call the number and the buddies
stand up steep up (the direction of the bigger numbers) the ladders run to the end
of the hall touch the wall run around the ladder (not over) touch the other wall then
back up the ladder to their position. The buddy that is sitting down ready again first
wins.
Rice Bubble Slice recipe
For a recipe on how to make a bubbly treat visit
the below link:
http://www.chelsea.co.nz/browse-recipes/ricebubble-cake/

Balloon frantic game
Two to three inflated balloons per person are
needed and a stopwatch. Each person has a balloon, with the rest in a nearby
pile. Everyone begins bouncing their balloons in the air. Every five seconds,
another balloon is added. See how long the group can keep the balloons bouncing
before receiving six penalties. A penalty is announced loudly (to create stress!) by
the leader when a balloon hits the floor, or once on the floor, if is not got back into
play within five seconds. The leader keeps a cumulative score by shouting out
"one", "two", etc. When the leader gets to "six", time is stopped. After some
discussion, the group tries to better its record with another attempt.
http://wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/gamesballoons.html
Back to back drawing
Aim- learning about effective communication
Scouts need to buddy up and sit on the floor back to back. One buddy is to give the
other a drawing and the other buddy a piece of paper and a pen. Buddy 1 has to
give buddy 2 instructions to draw the simple drawing on their paper ( for example 3
squares and a triangle in the middle one). once everyone has finished show the
results then swap roles and get a new drawing and start again.
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview :
 Scouts and Cubs to have a combined meeting with the aim of strengthening section
transition and links.
Week: 5
Session theme:
Resources
Timing:

“Scouts go to cubs”

Coming in
activity
Opening

Make wind mills

Game

Battle ships

Flag break/ grand howl

20min
Bean bags/ soft
balls and a
tarpaulin

Activity

20mins
20mins

Make paper planes
- try different models and discuss which would
work best and why
Game

Poison pole

Activity

A free standing
pole.

20mins
20mins

Flight competition
Closing

Closing Ceremony
Prayer / reflection / thanks / flag down / Grand
Howl

Duty Patrol/Six
Clean up
Resources
Notes

Sweep hall, fold flag, dishes and any other tasks
that need to be done at the end of the night

10mins

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Battle Ships
Get a tarp and hang it in the hall, no more then 1-1.5m high. Split the troop in half
and have them lay down behind each side of the tarp, make sure they cant see the
other team or they you. Heads must be on the ground not getting up or moving
unless you are out. Give each team some bean bags about 4-8 seem to work.
Teams through the bean bags over the tarp to hit someone on the other side, if you
get hit by a bean bag, your ship is sunk and you are out. People who are out or any
leaders should stand on the side and be ready to pass any bean bags to players if
no one can reach the bean bags, remember players cant move! Bombs away!!
Don’t have a tarp? Get tables and lay them on their sides
Make it harder? Make the area smaller or larger

Poison pole
Requirements: a large, free standing pole (a large paper role works well)
Players stand in a circle around the pole holding hands. Once the leader calls ‘go’
they may now pull other players into the pole. If you touch the pole you are out. If
the circle breaks both of the players who let go are out.
Make it harder? Make the pole taller so no one can step or jump over the pole
Link for paper planes
http://www.artofmanliness.com/2014/09/16/how-to-make-the-worlds-best-paperairplanes/
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:
Overview :
 National Scout Leader Challenge
 Learn how to fold a flag
Week: 6
Session theme:

“NSL Challenge - Flag Competition”

Resources

Timing:

Coming in
activity
Opening

Patrol leaders to organise a short activity

5mins

Opening Ceremony
Opening Prayer/Reflection
Flag Break
Outline of Session/Evening
Welcome cubs to the section

10mins

Game

Capture the flag

15mins

Activity

The Competition:

40mins

Game

Guess the flag
http://www.guesstheflag.com - download to
computer or tablet.

Design and make a flag for your troop. This
can be made out any materials. Send a photo
of your troop in an awesome and unique
location with the flag to the National Scout
Section Team. Send your entries to
callum@scouts.org.nz and be in to win some
awesome prizes for your troop.

.

20mins

Activity

Send a message by Flag (semaphore)
Learn how to fold a flag

20mins

Closing

Closing Ceremony

10mins

Prayer / reflection / thanks / flag down
Duty Patrol
Clean up

Sweep hall, fold flag, dishes and any other tasks
that need to be done at the end of the night

Resources

Flag Game
http://www.guesstheflag.com
Capture the Flag
http://www.kidzworld.com/article/4670-your-guide-to-capture-the-flag

Notes

Hand out forms for week 8 volunteer week

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Flag Competition
Design and make a flag for your troop. The flag can be as creative as you like. Once
you have made your flag get a photo with your troop waving your new troop flag in
a unique and awesome location, this could be on top of a mountain, by the beach,
outside your hall or at a place that is significant to your group.
Send your entries to the National Scout Section Team to callum@scouts.org.nz the
best photo wins a prize for your troop.

Capture the flag: http://www.kidzworld.com/article/4670-your-guideto-capture-the-flag

Flag Folding:
See below for instructions on how to fold a flag

Semaphore
If your group does not have sets of semaphore flags simply make them out of
paper and sticks.
Sit scouts down and run through the semaphore alphabet make sure you face the
right way. This can get confusing so keep the revision sheet handy. Once they have
got a grip of it send them into patrols.
Place the Patrol Leader at one end opposite his/her patrol and get the patrol to spell
out a simple set of words to their Patrol Leader. The winning patrol is the one who
gets all the words correctly communicated to their Patrol Leader and in the fastest
time.
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:
Overview :

Week: 7

Session theme:

Coming in

Duty patrol get out ropes and untangle any
major tangles, place to the side in the hall and
bring out wooden poles and set to the side.
Prepare for flag break

Opening
ceremony

“Pioneering”

Resources

Timing:

10min
Flag break,

Game

10min
Break into patrols for the patrol knot game

activity

20min
Knots (see OSM for badge links in the award
scheme, tailor this activity to the level your
scouts require)
How may knots do you know? How many knots
can you learn

activity

Lashings see OSM for badge links in the award
scheme, tailor this activity to the level your
scouts require)

20min

How may Lashings do you know? How many
Lashings can you learn
Challenge
(optional)

Using the Knots and Lashing you have learnt can
you make a free standing structure, can it hold
your patrol?

30min

Game

Can the patrol tie a reef knot?

10min

Closing

Hank or daisy chain longer ropes to be stored
neatly and tidy

20min

Closing ceremony
Resources
Notes

Be mindful of health and safety when the scouts are building their free
standing structures.

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
Patrol Knot Game:
the group stands in a circle shoulder to shoulder with their eyes closed. No peeking
- a scout is trustworthy. They all put their hands into the middle of the circle and
hold hands with someone who IS NOT immediate beside them. Once ever one is
holding hands the group can open their eyes and with out letting go can undo the
tangle of people and arms. May the odds be ever in your favor.
Make it harder? Be blindfolded the whole game, race the troop which patrol is faster
Reef Knot: have the patrol all pick up and hold onto a long rope. Spread out all the
way down the rope and now with out letting go of the rope tie a reef knot!
Make it harder? Try a a different knot!
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview :
 Plan a volunteer activity in your community to help make a difference
Week: 8

Session theme:

Resources

Coming in
activity
Opening

Does the hall look clean? Pick up all the rubbish
surrounding the hall… how much was there
Flag break

Plastic bag/
gloves

Game

Patrol leaders to organise a game

Activity

Get out and plan an event in your community
where scouts can help make a difference!

Closing

Closing Ceremony

“Volunteer week”

Timing:

10min

100min

10min

Prayer / reflection / thanks / taps/ flag down
Duty Patrol
clean-up

Sweep hall, fold flag, dishes and any other tasks
that need to be done at the end of the night

Resources

Some links for volunteering ideas:
http://www.doc.govt.nz/get-involved/volunteer/
http://www.volunteeringnz.org.nz/

Notes

AIF/RAMS

Suggested

-

options of volunteering
beach/ river/ lake clean up
contact the local council and see if there are any public areas you could clean up
tree planting
volunteer with a no profit wildlife organisation

Insure any required forms for these activities are filled and handed in on time.
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“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview : Learn about the significance of Matariki, or alternatively pay a visit to a local
observatory as a night activity.
Week: 9

Session theme:

Coming in
activity

Duty patrol to select an active game that Scouts
can join in as they arrive.
Use the resources in the Scout web site http://members.Scouts.org.nz/Resources Knowledge base - Activities and games (Scout
race and Romp games)
Opening ceremony
Opening Prayer/Reflection
Flag break
Outline of the session/evening

10min

In patrols or as a section earn about the
significance of Matariki to Māori culture

20min

Opening

Activity

“Matariki”

Resources

Timing:

10min

(As an option invite in a guest speaker to talk
about Matariki with the scouts)
60min
30min
Alternative
Activity

Visit an observatory for the session as a night
activity.

Game

Spotlight

Closing

Closing Ceremony

120min

Touch, item,
bean, bags
suitable location

20min

Prayer / reflection / thanks / flag down
Resources

http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/matariki-maori-new-year

Notes

Tonight if you have time, run a PLC to start to discuss the camp coming up in
week 5 next term. Ideally get a basic plan in place

What is Matariki?
In Māori, Matariki is the name given to a cluster of stars known as the Pleiades or
the Seven Sisters and towards the end of May/start of June when the star cluster
becomes visible signals the beginning of a New Year.

SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
For information about Matariki visit the below links:
http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/matariki-maori-new-year
http://www.tetaurawhiri.govt.nz/assets/LanguageResources/MatarikiBooklet.
pdf

Tip - Use your smart phone to view star constellations - try downloading the
Night Skys 4 app (this one costs, however there are similar free apps, but
this one seems to be best)

Spotlight
Have an object like a billy/pot sitting in a spot, unknown to the all but one or
2 of the scouts.
There are 1 or 2 protectors of the item, who have flashlights and will
spotlight anyone they see trying to get the item. They must be at least 1-2m
away from the item (no goose guarding)
The rest of the scout start at a start line and try to sneak up or around to get
to said item once they get the item the game restarts and they are a
protector. If they get call out or spotlight called on them they must return to
the start line to continue playing
- Inside variation: Have the protector sitting on a chair blindfolded holding
small cushions or been bags with a set of keys (as these rattle when
touched) under their seat.
The rest of the scouts start at the other end of the hall and try to get the
keys without getting caught by a been bag. If they get got by a bean bag
they are out.
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SCOUTS NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
“AIR”

Term Theme:

Overview : Aim to have Scouts “on the air” using Radio, TV, Computers, Ham Radio
Week: 10

Session theme:

Information

This is intended as an offsite activity and will
need to be planned in advance.
Ask you Patrol Leaders- How can you get Scouts
on the air?

Opening
Activity Ideas

Closing

“Get on the Air”

Resources

Some Examples:



Ham Radio Club



Community Radio



Local Radio Station (Tour/interview)



Local TV (Tour/interview/ event)



Build a Radio (Receiver)



Create an Advert for your Scout Troop / Scouts
& share it (copy to NSL)



Go flying (that’s in the air- This will have a cost)

Timing:

120min
s

Closing Ceremony
Prayer / reflection / thanks / flag down

Resources
Notes

National Scout Leaders Challenge- Get your Troop in the Media (In
Uniform or Adventure Plus Tshirts).

Additional information:
This can be an early link to JOTI/JOTA.
This activity may cover some criteria of the Presenters Personal Challenge,
Radio Electronics Personal Challenge,
NZ Amateur Radio Clubs
http://www.nzart.org.nz/contact/branches/
Some clubs run regular meeting nights for youth, you may find that they
have electronic kits to assemble (for small cost).
Community Radio Stations
http://www.acab.org.nz/stations/
Aero Clubs in NZ
http://www.flyingnz.co.nz
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